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Expert Leadership Panel
Recognising Opportunity Beyond the Challenges

Description
Whether in good times or in bad, a company’s success is directly related to the quality of its leadership. Regardless of your role - Sales, Marketing, Operations or Technical - your leadership determines whether your people see the road ahead as an opportunity or a challenge.

In this lively panel discussion, Daniel will speak with industry leaders, from the four disciplines above, to explore critical topics to business such as:

- How does leadership transcend individual titles and roles
- How to see opportunities when others around us see obstacles
- How to apply the right leadership style to your business right now
- Leading through the best of times and the worst of times
- Creating a high-performance team regardless of your circumstances

Bio
For the past 25 years, Daniel Johns has been working with the CEOs, principals, and key stakeholders within organisations with a focus on cybersecurity to thoroughly assess business needs and risks well before technology enters the conversation. He is currently the Head of Services at ASI Solutions, the vice-chair of not-for-profit industry association, CompTIA ANZ, and is a Chartered Manager through the Institute of Managers and Leaders.